Filtration of bundles.
In this section we collect some more or less well known facts about vector bundles which are extensions of the form O^L-^E-^M(g)^z-^0, where L and M are line bundles and Z is a 2-codimensional locally complete intersection.
1.1.
If E is a vector bundle of rank r on a smooth curve, then there exists a (not uniquely determined) filtration 0 = Eg c EI c= ... c= E,. = E, where Ej^ is a subbundle of rank k (cf. Atiyah [1] ). On a complex manifold of dimension > 1 this is no longer true. Instead of subbundles one has to consider coherent subsheaves ^ c: E. Such subsheaves are always torsion-free. The following facts are well known: a) Let y be a coherent sheaf on a complex manifold X. Then the set Sing (^) = [x e X : ^ is not a free ^-module} is analytic of codimension ^ 1.
If y is torsion-free, Sing (^) is ofcodim ^ 2. If y is reflexive, i.e. = ^**, then codim Sing (^) ^ 3. If y is reflexive and has rank 1, it is locally free, i.e. a line bundle. b) Let E be a vector bundle on a complex manifold X and ^ c: E a coherent subsheaf. Then the set Sing(E/^) is equal to the set S = {x e X : ^\ is not a direct summand of E^} and ^|X\S is a subbundle of E|X\S. c) For every ^ c: E we denote by ^ the following coherent subsheaf of E: Let p: E -> E/^ be the canonical projection and Tors (E/^) the torsion submodule of E/^. Definê \ =/?-l (Tors(E/^^)).
Then ^ cz y a E and ^ coincides with ^ outside an analytic set of codimension ^ 1. The quotient E/^ is torsion-free, hence y is a subbundle of E outside an analytic set of codimension ^ 2. Of course every vector bundle on a compact algebraic manifold is filtrable, but we will prove the existence of bundles on certain non-algebraic manifolds which are not filtrable.
DEFINITION. -A vector bundle E of rank r ona complex manifold X is called filtrable if there exists a filtration
Remark. -According to 1.1.c) we may assume all quotients E/^\ to be torsion-free. In that case the ^/^k-i are torsion-free of rank 1 and L k : = C^k/^k-i)** are line bundles. Moreover, detE ^ Li®... ®L,.
This last formula comes from the fact that Oc^\c ... c:^=E is a filtration of. subbundles outside a set of codimension ^ 2. Proof. -It suffices to show that y is reflexive. Let ^** -»• E denote the bidual of the inclusion morphism ^ -> E and consider the sheaf y : = Im(^* -. E). Then ^\y c: E/^ is a torsion sheaf, hencê 7^ = 0. Since ^** -^ E is a monomorphism, ^** ^ ^ ^ ^,q.e.d. 
(empty or) of pure codimension 1.
Proof. -Set ^ : = Im (L -^ E) and define ^ c E as in l.l.c). ^ is isomorphic to L and ^ is locally free by Lemma 1.3. The inclusion map^ c_^ ^ may be considered as a section of the line bundlê * ® ^\ hence Supp (^7^) has pure codimension 1. But Pnw/. -Let 0 c: ^ c= E be a filtration such that E/^ is torsion free. By Lemma 1.3 the sheaf L: = ^ is locally free of rank 1. Let a : L -^ E be the inclusion map. Set M : = (E/^)**. The image of the natural inclusion map E/^ -^ (E/^)** = M is of the form M ®^z, where c^z is the ideal sheaf of a subspace Z c= X of codimension ^ 2. But Z may also be defined by the vanishing of a e F(X,L* 00 E), hence is a locally complete intersection of codimension = 2 (or empty). The morphism P is the quotient map E -> E/ĉ omposed with the isomorphism E/J^ -^ M ® ^z. Since E* ^ E (g) det E*, we can tensor (^e) by L* ® M* to get the dual devissage 0 -> M* -^ E* -> L* ® J^z -^ 0.
1.8.
Recall that a vector bundle E on a compact complex connected manifold is simple if End (E) = C. This is equivalent to the fact that every non-zero endomorphism is invertible. If rank E = 2 and E is not simple, then E is filtrable. In fact, if cr: E -^ E is a non-zero, non-invertible endomorphism, then Ker CT c E is a subsheaf of rank 1.
1.9.
LEMMA. -Let E be an indecomposable 2-bundle on a compact connected complex manifold X and a e End E a non-invertible endomorphism. Then a 2 = 0.
Proof. -Consider the eigenvalues ?4 , ^2 °! °' (Since X is compact connected, the eigenvalues of a in all fibres of E are the same.) Necessarily ^ = ^ otherwise the eigenspaces would define a decomposition of E. Since det (a) = 0, we have X,i = ^ = 0» which implies o 2 = 0.
1.10.
In general, the devissage of a 2-bundle is not uniquely determined. However we shall discuss conditions which guarantee uniqueness. Let X be a compact connected complex manifold and L, L' line bundles on X. Following Atiyah [ 
We call a devissage L>-»E~^M(8)^z of a 2-bundle E maximal, if for every other devissage L' >-^ E -^ M' ® *^z» we have U < L. We will now show that a devissage with M ^ L is the uniquely determined maximal devissage.
is non-zero, hence an isomorphism. This implies in particular Z = 0 and P of : L' -> M is an isomorphism. But then E = L © L', which was excluded. So necessarily P of = 0 and we get a factorization
Since L' ^ L, ^ is an isomorphism. This implies that the two devissuges are isomorphic, q.e.d. Recall that a compact connected complex manifold without divisors has algebraic dimension zero, i.e. the only meromorphic functions are constant. The converse is not true (think of blow-ups!), however a torus has algebraic dimension zero if and only if it admits no divisors.
Vector bundles of rank
We will now give a rough classification of 2-bundles on manifolds without divisors.
THEOREM. -Let X be a compact connected complex manifold without divisors. Then we have the following classification of vector bundles of rank 2 on X:
I. Filtrable bundles.
1) Indecomposable bundles. A filtrable 2-bundle is indecomposable if and only if its devissage is uniquely determined.
i) Simple bundles. They have a devissage
with L ^ M and endomorphism ring End E ^ C. ii) Non-simple bundles. Their devissage is
0-^L-^E-^L®^z-^0
and End E ^ C[e], e 2 = 0, is the ring of dual numbers. ii) Bundles of the form E ^ L © L.
2) Decomposable bundles
In this case End E ^ M^C) ^ ^ /M// matrix ring.
II. Non-filtrable bundles.
These bundles are all simple, i.e. End E = C.
Proof. -a) Let E be an indecomposable 2-bundle on X with a devissage O^L-^E-^M(g)J^z^O.
We will show that the devissage is uniquely determined and that the assertions in li), ii) hold.
is zero. Otherwise Z would be empty (since X has no divisors) and PO/: L' -+ M an isomorphism. But this would imply E ^ L© M, contradicting the indecomposability of E. Therefore / factorizes as follows and g is necessarily an isomorphism. This implies the uniqueness of the devissage.
Tensoring the dual devissage M* >-> E* -^ L* ® ^z by E, we get an exact sequence
The uniqueness of the devissage of E implies r(X,M*(g)E) = 0 and r(X,L*®E®^z) <= nXJL^E) ^ C, hence dim End E = 1, i.e. E is simple.
ii) If M ^ L, denote by e the composed morphism E-^M^^z^M^L-^E.
Obviously e + 0 and 8 2 = 0. In particular E is non-simple and the uniqueness of the devissage follows from Proposition 1.10. Since C[e] c= End E, it remains to be shown that dim End E ^ 2. To see this, we use the same inequality as above dim End E ^ dim r(X,M*®E) + dim r(X,L*®E<g)^z).
Since
M ^ L, the uniqueness of the devissage implies dim F(X,M*®E) = 1 and dim r(X,L*®E®J^z) < 1, hence dim
b) It is clear that the devissage of a decomposable bundle E ^ L © M is not uniquely determined. Furthermore
which gives the endomorphism rings as asserted in 2i), ii).
c) That non-filtrable 2-bundles are simple follows from 1.7. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. We now look at a relative situation. 
Deformations of vector bundles
and projective bundles.
3.1.
Holomorphic fibre bundles with fibre P^_i and structure group PGL(r,C) on a complex space X (we will call them briefly projective (r -l)-bundles or P,_i-bundles) are classified by H^PGUr,^)). Every vector bundle E of rank r on X gives rise to a projective (r -1)-bundle P(E). The relevant exact sequence is
to which is associated the exact cohomology sequence H^GHr,^)) ^ H^PGL^O)) -^ H^X,^*).
Thus if H^X,^*) = 0 (in particular if X is a curve or P^) every projective bundle is of the form P(E) where E is a vector bundle (cf. Atiyah [1] ).
For general X this is no longer true. However we will show that if Po is a projective bundle associated to a vector bundle, then any small deformation of Po also comes from a vector bundle.
3.2.
THEOREM. -Let Eo be a vector bundle of rank r on a compact complex space X. Let P -> X x S be a deformation of P(Eo) over the germ (S,0). Then there exists a deformation E -> X x S of the vector bundle Eo such that P ^ P(E). Moreover one can choose E such that det E is a trivial deformation of det Eo. With this supplementary condition E is uniquely determined.
Proof. -The deformation P is given by a cocyclê We have then i,/0)=^, (0) and deti./^y./Oy for all seS.
We will show that (iy) is a cocycle, i.e. defines the desired deformation E of Eo for which P(E) ^ P and det E is the trivial deformation of detEo.
Uniqueness. Let E' -> X x S be another deformation of Eo with P(E') ^ P. Then E' ^ E ® L, where L -^ X x S is a deformation of the trivial line bundle. If both det E and det E' = (det E) (g) I/ are trivial deformations of det Eo, it follows that I/ is trivial. Since Lo is trivial, L must be trivial itself. and we get a direct sum decomposition
EndE ^ e^QEndoE,
where Endo E is the sheaf of endomorphisms of trace zero. In particular, we have for any ^eN W(X, End E) ^ W(X,^?x) ® H^(X, Endo E).
Consider the projective bundle P(E) associated to E. If X is compact, the versal deformation of P(E) exists and the tangent space of the basis of the versal deformation is H^X.EndoE).
3.4.
THEOREM. -Let Eg be a vector bundle on the compact complex space X. Let E' -> X x £ be a deformation of EQ such that P(E') -> X x £ is the versal deformation of P(Eo). Let L -^ X x IT A^ ^ versal deformation of the trivial line bundle on X. Then the exterior tensor product
is the versal deformation of Eo.
Remarks. -a) The deformation E' -»-X x Z exists by Theorem 3.2.
&) The versal deformation L -> X x IT of the trivial line bundle can be obtained as follows: Choose cocycles (/i^eZ^^Px)? n = 1, ...,w whose cohomology classes form a basis of H^X^x). Then n = (C^O) and
where t^ ..., t^ are the coordinates in C"*, is the cocycle defining L.
Proof of Theorem
be the versal deformation of Eo. Then P(E) -> X x S is a deformation of P(Eo), hence there exists a map a: S -> £ such that P(E) ^ o^PCE') = P(a*E').
Then there exists a deformation M -> X x S of the trivial line bundle such that
By the versal property of L -> X x II, there exists a map P: S -^ II such that M ^ P*L. Thus, letting
On the other hand, by the versal property of E -> X x S, there exists a map g : II x S -> S such that LtxiE' ^ g*E.
Therefore E ^ (g o/)*E, which implies Then the basis S of the versal deformation of E is smooth.
Proof. -The hypothesis implies H^X.EndoE) = 0. Therefore the basis S of the versal deformation of P(E) is smooth, so S = II x £ is also smooth. Therefore we can apply Corollary 3.5.
Vector bundles on tori with trivial
Neron-Severi group.
4.1.
Recall the theorem of Riemann-Roch for a (smooth, compact complex) surface X. If E is a vector bundle of rank r on X, we have X(X,E) = rx(X,^x) + ^(X^EHc^E)
2 )--^), X(X^x)=^^(X) 2 -^C2(X)).
In particular we can apply Riemann-Roch to the endomorphism bundle End E. Since
we get X(X,EndE) = r^X,^) + (r-l)c,(E) 2 -r^E).
4.2.
The Neron-Severi group of a surface X is defined by NS(X): = Im^X,^) --H^Z)).
In the following we shall deal with surfaces X (especially tori) having NS(X) =0. If in addition X is Kahler, then X has no divisors, in particular its algebraic dimension is zero. (Hopf surfaces always have NS(X) = 0, whereas their algebraic dimension may be zero or one.)
PROPOSITION. -Let X be a Kahler surface with NS(X) = 0. Then for any vector bundle E of rank 2 on X we have ^(E) ^ 0.
Proof. -Since NS(X) = 0, we have Ci(X) = Ci(E) = 0, hence
Since for a surface with algebraic dimension zero we have ^(X,^x) ^ 0 (cf. [3] , part 6, Prop. 1.5), it follows C2(X) ^ 0. We consider first the case that E is not filtrable. Then H°(X,E)=0 and H^X.E)* ^ H^X.E^Kx) = 0,
o If E is filtrable we have a devissage
Since Ci(L) = Ci(M) == 0, ^(E) is the dual class of Z, hence nonnegative.
4.4.
We consider now bundles on a two-dimensional torus X. Since the tangent bundle of X is trivial, we have X(X,^x)=0.
Serre duality gives^( X,E) = h°(X^)
for every vector bundle E on X. Taking determinants, we get T?(detE) ^ (detE)®L^.
Since det E is a topologically trivial line bundle, it is homogeneous, which shows that L^) is the trivial line bundle. Since Ly(o) is trivial, L^) itself is trivial. Hence T^E ^ E for all sufficiently small x. Since every neighborhood of zero generates X, the bundle E is homogeneous.
COROLLARY -Every 1-bundle E on a 1-dimensional torus with
Ci(E) = C2(E) = 0 is filtrable. Remark. -If one drops the hypothesis NS(X) =0, the result does not necessarily hold. Oda [7] has constructed a 2-bundle E on an algebraic 2-dimensional torus with Ci(E) = C2(E) = 0 which does not admit a connection, hence is not induced by a representation.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. -A bundle induced by a representation of 7ti(X) possesses an integrable connection, hence all its Chern classes are zero (cf. Atiyah [2] ).
Conversely suppose c^(E) = 0. Then by Corollary 4.6, E is filtrable (since automatically Ci(E)=0). We now distinguish two cases. 
